POWERFUL, FLEXIBLE
AND INTUITIVE.

SOLUTIONS OVERVIEW

DAPTIV’S PPM SOLUTION
IS POWERFUL, FLEXIBLE

AND INTUITIVE.
DAPTIV TAKES A UNIQUE APPROACH TO PROJECT PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT ( PPM ) .
We provide industry-leading PPM functionality, but unlike vendors that force you to change your
processes to fit their tools, we’ve designed our solution with you and your team in mind. It’s flexible
and easily configured so that you can introduce powerful new PPM capabilities—when and where
your organization is ready for them.

HERE ARE THE TOP FIVE REASONS WHY YOU SHOULD CHOOSE DAPTIV:
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Realize Business Value
Quickly with Daptiv PPM.
Daptiv provides a powerful,
integrated suite of PPM
applications that include
portfolio management, project
management, resource
management, time and expense,
document management and
more. We include configurable,
pre-built solution templates
that encapsulate industry
best practices and help you
improve your PPM maturity.
In addition, our award-winning
software is easy to use which
shortens the user learning
curve and promotes adoption.
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Engage with Daptiv’s
Experts to Help You Succeed.
Daptiv has some of the foremost
project portfolio management
experts in the industry who can
help your organization improve
your processes and achieve
a successful rollout. We also
provide 24x7 support to ensure
you always have a Daptiv expert
on call when you need one.
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Gain Business Insight
with Work Intelligence™.
Daptiv enables a “single source
of truth” and includes a fully
integrated business intelligence
engine that enables stunning
reports and in-depth dashboards
across all the work stored in
Daptiv (we call this Work
Intelligence™). This gives
unprecedented visibility into
portfolio and project status
for project team members
and business stakeholders.
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“We went from zero visibility to 100% with Daptiv PPM. We now know exactly what people
are working on and we’re able to shift resources more effectively to maximize business impact.”
Miguel Amado, Engineering Manager, Katcon Global
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Configure Daptiv to Support Your Business
Processes Using Dynamic Applications™.
Business users can easily configure Daptiv to
encapsulate business processes such as project
intake, approvals, work item capture and financial
reconciliation. In addition, our Daptiv Connect™
service offers pre-built integration to leading ERP
and CRM packages, plus 150 standard adapters
for connecting to other enterprise systems.
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Reduce Costs and Risk
with “Software-as-a-Service”.
Daptiv is the industry leading “Software-as-aService” (SaaS) PPM solution, which means
significantly lower costs and a higher ROI for
your organization. There are no servers, software
updates or IT headaches to worry about and you
can be up and running within days of signing up.
And we’re the first, and only, PPM vendor that has
ISO 27001 security certification, maintains 99.7%
uptime service availability and provides the latest
innovations and functionality as we deliver them.

RECOGNIZED AS A LEADER BY BOTH GARTNER AND FORRESTER.
DOWNLOAD THE LATEST ANALYST REPORTS AT DAPTIV.COM.
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DAPTIV OFFERS INDUSTRY-LEADING

SOLUTIONS AND SERVICES

FOR YOUR BUSINESS.

DAPTIV MAKES IT SIMPLE FOR ORGANIZATIONS TO ADOPT OUR PPM SOFTWARE BY PROVIDING
solution templates that deliver immediate business value. Here are the four solutions Daptiv provides:

IT Governance
Daptiv for IT offers end-to-end IT
governance capabilities so IT can be
managed as a business. In addition to formulating
strategy and monitoring implementation for
project portfolio investments, Daptiv for IT also
helps manage operational and financial aspects
of IT governance. By integrating with application
development tools, IT operations tools and
ERP systems, organizations can now manage
comprehensive IT portfolios and monitor service
performance, quality, and cost across the
IT “lifecycle”.

Professional Services Automation
“Daptiv for PSA” helps professional
services organizations (PSOs) to manage
people, client engagements, and finances in one
integrated application, allowing them to profitably
deliver high quality services. The solution coexists
with CRM and ERP systems so that PSOs can
continue to leverage their investments in these
applications. Daptiv for PSA is pre-configured to
track KPIs such as margin, utilization, leverage,
and value, and provides powerful reporting through
Daptiv’s business intelligence capabilities.
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Project Management Office
Daptiv’s PMO solution enables
Project Management Offices to implement
a structured approach to managing project
portfolios. Pre-built scoring models for analyzing
project requests help you control project intake
based on business priorities. The PMO solution
centralizes project portfolio data for analysis and
reporting and automates the capture of project
data to minimize errors. Standard re-usable project
templates, Dynamic Applications,™ and Work
Intelligence™ reports help PMOs create higher
quality project plans, and facilitate repeatable
best practices.

New Product Development
and Introduction
Daptiv for NPDI improves alignment
between a company’s product innovation process
and its business strategy. The solution helps
companies prioritize their innovation pipeline,
providing a portfolio view of products and
categorizing them based on various parameters
such as market share, growth potential, and
lifecycle stage. In addition, Daptiv for NPDI allows
companies to take a project-based approach to
new product introduction, providing pre-configured
templates to manage scoping, business analysis,
design and development, testing and validation,
and product launch.

DAPTIV PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

TO HELP YOU SUCCEED.
DAPTIV TAKES A CONSULTATIVE APPROACH TO SOLVING YOUR BUSINESS PROBLEMS.
Our domain experts have run PMO departments and other project-driven organizations, so are uniquely qualified to
partner with you for implementations, integrations and business process consulting. We offer best practices learned
from working with thousands of customers and can help you deliver value quickly to your organization.

OUR APPROACH
Our solutions consultants typically engage early during your evaluation process to offer guidance on implementation
strategies and share best practices from other engagements. Our team follows a four step approach to ensure you
are successful with your PPM initiative:

DISCOVER

MODEL

DEPLOY

OPTIMIZE

Understand
your business

Map your business
process to Daptiv
capabilities

Training and
rollout

Continuous
improvement and
process optimization

WE PARTNER WITH YOU to ensure we are providing the right level of engagement suitable for your business
needs. In some cases, a customer will take the lead with guidance from a Daptiv subject matter expert, and in other
cases, Daptiv will manage the implementation while ensuring we transfer knowledge throughout the deployment
process. Daptiv consultants are always available after implementation to help optimize your solution or provide
guidance on how to improve your PPM maturity.
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COMPREHENSIVE PPM
FUNCTIONALITY WITH THE

CONFIGURABILITY TO ADAPT.
DAPTIV IS DESIGNED WITH REAL ORGANIZATIONS AND PEOPLE IN MIND. We offer comprehensive
PPM functionality, but with the ability to introduce new capabilities when your organization is ready for
them. This enables you to realize business value quickly before adding more sophisticated capabilities
as your PPM process matures.
DAPTIV PROVIDES THE FOLLOWING PPM CAPABILITIES:
Portfolio Management
Daptiv provides top-down
portfolio management capabilities
to help you manage and
optimize many kinds of portfolios,
including project, IT service,
product and application portfolios.
In addition, Daptiv PPM provides
a powerful system for streamlining
project requests and project
selection. Capture and centralize
project ideas from your organization
and then rate, score and prioritize
your projects to ensure that
your projects align with your
business strategy.
As part of your project intake process, your organization can manage your
long-range capacity by viewing the resource requirements of your potential
projects together with work in progress, and then make adjustments.
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Project Management
Daptiv PPM equips project managers
with robust features to improve
forecasts, resolve issues, create
accountability, spur collaboration,
identify cross-project dependencies
and deliver consistent project success.
Daptiv PPM’s fully interactive Gantt
Chart provides a graphical overview
of tasks for project schedules. Project
managers can manage all project tasks
and milestones using simple “drag-anddrop” functionality, or inline edit them
in the Task List. In day-to-day use of
Daptiv PPM, team members can view their tasks in a variety of ways, including
on a dashboard, in the Task List or Gantt Chart. Since the Gantt Chart is
automatically updated to show percentage of work complete, teams can
always know the status of a project.

Resource Management
Daptiv PPM enables resource
managers to effectively allocate
resources against approved project
requests, get 100% visibility into
resource utilization, and streamline
their communication process with
project managers. Daptiv PPM’s
resource management tools help
organizations ensure they have the
right resources to complete a project,
and assign the right people to
each project.
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Financial Management
Daptiv enables sophisticated financial
management processes that integrate
with ERP systems to enable charge-back
processes and financial reconciliation.
Daptiv Connect™ integration connectors
are available for SAP, Oracle, Microsoft
Dynamics GP and NetSuite, among others.

Dynamic Applications™
Most organizations have unique business
processes and templates as part of
their project management methodology.
Daptiv PPM gives business users the
flexibility to build and provision Dynamic
Applications™ to enable these in your
organization. Dynamic Applications avoid
pitfalls of spreadsheets (such as version
control and shared access) by storing
this data in one central repository. Data
can easily be captured from anyone—
co-workers, business partners or
customers—and then business rules
configured using Daptiv’s workflow
engine. This data is accessible by Work
Intelligence™ reports and dashboards to
enable visibility across the o
 rganization.

Work Intelligence™
Daptiv gives organizations unparalleled
visibility into business performance across
the enterprise via Work Intelligence™—
enterprise-class, web-based reports,
scorecards and dashboards. Daptiv
Work Intelligence gives users (Executives,
Project Managers, R
 esource Managers,
and Team Members) the power to create
and share reports, scorecards, and
dashboards; thereby providing business
insight into the planning and
execution process.
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Team Collaboration
Daptiv PPM enables your teams
to collaborate in a unified, secure
environment. Daptiv keeps track of
all your tasks, documents, issues,
calendars, threaded discussions,
news postings and polls. Daptiv
PPM’s industry-leading document
management capabilities feature
version control, workflow approval
and bulk uploading. You can standardize
and centralize enterprise documents
for increased organizational efficiency,
and version tracking lets project
managers make sure everyone on
the team is working on the most
up-to-date documents.

Daptiv Mobile
With Daptiv Mobile you’ll stay coordinated no matter where you are or
which mobile device you are using. Daptiv Mobile leverages HTML5,
delivering a state-of-the-art mobile user experience without the overhead
of an application to install and maintain. It is accessed on the user’s smartphone browser and the application automatically syncs any
updates and changes with Daptiv PPM. Daptiv Mobile caters to clients
across multiple mobile platforms, including iOS and Android.

Security & Administration
Daptiv PPM gives administrators a selfservice control panel for creating and
managing users, projects and project
types, permissions and more. D
 aptiv
PPM delivers unmatched security and
reliability and is the first and only SaaS
PPM vendor with ISO 27001 and
SOC 2 certification.
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DAPTIV PPM BECOMES YOUR

ORGANIZATION’S LINCHPIN WITH™

DAPTIV CONNECT.

DAPTIV CONNECT ™, THE ON-DEMAND INTEGRATION SERVICE FOR DAPTIV PPM, offers
you a library of 150+ pre-built connectors to enable seamless integration between Daptiv and ERP,
CRM, financial and other business systems. It doesn’t matter if those systems are on-demand services,
like Daptiv, or whether they’re on-premise, installed software or databases. Daptiv also offers a “selfservice” capability if you need to build your own integration.
The power of Daptiv Connect ™ is magnified when combined with Daptiv Work Intelligence ™.
By bringing data from multiple systems into the Daptiv environment, and tying it to relevant projects,
you can use Daptiv PPM reports and dashboards for even more visibility across your business.

DAPTIV PROVIDES THE FOLLOWING PRE-BUILT INTEGRATION SOLUTIONS:
ERP Financials
Daptiv Connect ™ now enables invoice
and timesheet data to be seamlessly
exchanged between common ERP systems.
Send timesheet data from Daptiv PPM to your
ERP system to enable streamlined management
of your payroll process and “funding” of projects
through chargebacks to internal business units.
Send invoice data from your ERP system to
Daptiv PPM to enable complete and accurate
financial reporting, streamline invoice reconciliation,
and improve financial management and insight.
Daptiv C onnect ™ is preconfigured for Microsoft
Dynamics, Netsuite, Oracle Financials, JD
Edwards, Peoplesoft and SAP.
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Identity Management
and Single Sign-On
If your organization has standardized
on Microsoft’s Active Directory (AD) or Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) as
your identity management system, Daptiv offers
a pre-configured Daptiv Connect ™ connector that
allows user profile information to seamlessly flow
through to Daptiv PPM. Strengthen security by
synchronizing employee data and restrict Daptiv
PPM user login when employees are removed
from AD or LDAP. Daptiv also supports single
sign-on with industry-standard SAML v2.0 support
and works with any enterprise that generates
SAML v2.0 compliant identity tokens. Users can
simply access Daptiv without re-entering their
log-in details.

Agile Development
Daptiv Connect ™ enables agile
development tools to be integrated
into D aptiv PPM to maintain a single source
of truth for project portfolio reporting. Daptiv’s
pre-configured solution enables agile stories,
status, story points and other agile data fields
to be passed to Daptiv to enable project status
metrics such as “project health”, “percentage
complete” and “scheduled finish date” to be
calculated automatically. This provides complete
transparency into agile project execution based
on current data in the agile development tool and
avoidance of manual data entry for agile teams.

Service Desk
The service management connector
provides the ability to synchronize
service desk tickets and work with Daptiv.
This integration enables a holistic view of all
work in an organization, from projects to
enhancement, maintenance and break/fix work.
Reports give visibility into work by resource
and ticket category and provide an accurate
view of resource utilization. The service management
connector supports service desk solutions such
as S erviceNow, BMC Remedy, and Jira.

CRM
The CRM connector creates and links
associated Daptiv projects when a
sales opportunity reaches a defined stage.
P rojects will continue to be synchronized from
the CRM system until the opportunity reaches an
implementation stage when the services team will
then typically manage the engagement in Daptiv.
The CRM connector supports salesforce.com
and Microsoft CRM.

Self-Service
Daptiv’s self-service connector
enables organizations to create their
own robust integrations using the power of
Daptiv Connect ™. The self-service connector
takes the guesswork out of which API calls to
use by providing pre-built building blocks in a
graphical editor to enable integration processes
to be easily designed and composed.

ABOUT DAPTIV
Founded in 1997, Daptiv is the leading provider of on-demand Project Portfolio
Management (PPM) solutions. Daptiv has helped thousands of companies improve
their strategic planning and business execution by offering adaptable PPM solutions
and expert professional services. Daptiv’s customers include world-class
organizations such as Beam, Ikon, Coach, Harvard University, Honeywell,
InterContinental Hotels Group, and Delta Dental. For more
information about Daptiv’s PPM solutions,
please visit www.daptiv.com.
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1111 third avenue | suite 700 | seattle WA 98101
daptiv.com

sales 1.888.621.8361

